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Maintenance Kit
NEW! Developed by Richard Walker with the most

NEW! They are a fast, accurate and easy way to
load your quilts. It eliminates the need for pins,
staples, Velcro, zippers or basting. Quilt tops and
backs are placed over the rod (inside a casing of
the canvas leader) and the clamp is "snapped"
down to hold the fabric securely. Red Snappers are
sold with a 30 day unconditional guarantee. If you
don't like the way they work...return them for your
money back. Red Snappers are developed with
Clip-n-Seal a patent pending design. To see a video
on the use of Renae's Red Snappers
http://quiltsonthecorner.com/red_snappers
Make sure to specify your quilting frame length.

common repair items for your machine.
This kit contains 1 Motor Belt, 2 Encoder 0-rings, 1
On-Board Bobbin Winder 0-Ring, 2 Rotary Tension
Felt Washers, 1 Mega Genie, 1 Star Washer, 1 AntiBacklash Spring, 1 Needle Set Screw, 1 Tension
Check Spring, 1 Set of Handle Switches and 1 6
Amp 250 Volt Fast Blow Fuse. Cost: $23.00

3 M Safety Tape for Rulers
NEW! This is a slip resistant material to be used on
the back of your rulers to prevent them from
slipping when rotary cutting. Cost: $1.50 (12" strip)

Discontinued Thread
40% off While Supplies Last
We are no longer carrying Permacore (100%
Polyester) by American & Efird, ProCott (100%
Cotton) by Coats & Clark, and Rainbows (100%
Trilobal Polyester) by Superior. Call for pricing.

One 10' (114") Cost: $60.00
One 12' (132") Cost: $70.00
One 14' (144") Cost: $80.00
Extra 12" Clamps (4 each) Cost: $10.00
Extra: 6" Clamps (6 each) Cost: $10.00

NEW! OMNI Thread is a poly-wrapped poly core
thread. Designed for longarm machine quilting,
OMNI Thread is available in 172 solid colors. OMNI
Thread was designed as a strong machine quilting
thread for high speed longarm quilting and is
recommended as both a top thread and a bobbin
thread. OMNI is much cleaner, brighter, and stronger
than other poly-wrapped poly core threads.

NEW! This camera shows you a close up and
magnified view of your stitching as you are
quilting! Now you can see any irregular stitches,
loops, tucks or fold on your back, even locate a
label or "no quilting" area. Glancing at your
Quilter's Eye monitor will give you peace of mind
while you are working because right in front of you
is a view of the back!
Cost: $450.00 (Please specify machine model)

Thread Specifications: Thread size: Tex 30,
Construction: 100% poly. Filament poly core
wrapped with a spun poly outer layer. Number of
colors: 172. Cone size: 6,000 yds.
NOTE: Copy of business license must on file for all
Superior Products. Call for pricing.

